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THE MEN AND WOMEN WHO SERVE in the military 

deserve many thanks for their service. In the case of Captain 

Cody Waters, a measure of awe is due as well. 

Consider all that Capt. Waters does and has already 

accomplished: As a combat 

engineer in the Army National 

Guard serving at least one 

weekend a month, he’s 

completed two tours of duty, 

one in Iraq and the other in 

Afghanistan. After that first tour, he earned a degree in 

civil engineering, all while holding down a full-time “day 

job” and not one but two farms 250 miles apart. As if that 

weren’t enough, he’s also raising his two sons while his wife 

attends medical school two states away.     

As Capt. Waters told us about himself and his family, 

“We try to be good stewards of our time.” In addition to all 

of his other accomplishments, he’s apparently a master of 

understatement too. 

Yet, Capt. Waters, whose story begins on page 16, 

shares that work ethic with so many others raised on the 

farm, as he was in Illinois. We see such virtues time and 

again among our AGCO customers, and you’ll certainly see 

it in this issue. 

For instance, “Bridges Built, Alliances Forged,” beginning 

on page 12, tells the tale of the Essers and other farm 

families who have banded together to preserve their farms, 

both the businesses and the land they cultivate. Then, too, 

we cover trends in how farmers market their wares directly 

to consumers (page 8) and how one couple—in their 

“retirement,” no less—became farming pioneers (page 20). 

Indeed, work is just what farmers do and they do it 

humbly, never taking a harvest, newborn calf or soaking 

rain for granted. At AGCO, we are in awe of our customers 

and their tenaciousness, and very thankful for their 

continued trust in us.
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8 Reach a Hungry Public
The explosion of farmers markets and other direct-to-consumer channels has created 

new opportunities—even bolstered tried-and-true methods—to help producers 

connect with consumers. Check out how two farmers are taking advantage.
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